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connected with her six weeks’ illness. So that her trip  to ‘ 
this  typhoid-stricken town was a most  disastrous experience. 

similar experiences, though I am very willing to believe that 
I should like to hear from any Nurses  who  may  have  had 

such a thing is most unusual. Truly yours, 
A BELIEVER IN PROFESSIONAL CLANNISHNESS. 

T 

- 
REPLIES  TO  CORRESPONDENTS. 

Mrs. Eva?zs, L. O.S., London.-We have consulted several 

opinion that a Home  Hospital for lying-in patients of the 
of the  leading  obstetricians  on  the subject, and they  are of 

not  like  to  be separated from their husbands at such a time, 
better class would not succeed. They argue that wives do 

and  that such a home, unless conducted on  the  private  hotel 
system, with somewhat  high charges, would not pay. Four 
rooms would thus  have to be given up to each family-lying- 
in room, bed and sitting room for husband, and nursery. 
We shall be glad to talk the  matter over with you if you will 
call at 12, Ilolles  Street,  W.,  any Tuesday, at 1 1  a.m. 

as the subject is more fitted for the lay press. Why  do you 
Nurse S. P., Bir?ltingham.-We have returned  the MS., 

not send us notes  on Nursing? It would appear that you 
have (‘a pretty wit.” 

.. 

Miss G. Solway. Lotrdo?z.-We have the  matter under 
consideration and  hope  to carry it out in the spring for the 
benefit of the Nurses’ Home of Rest at Brighton ; we shall 
then  gladly avail ourselves of yo,ur proffered help. 

* Nurse Colhome, Lo?zdon.-Eggs can be used  in a variety 
of ways in  the sick room, and as your  patient is ordered so 
many it will’ be desirable for you to vary the  methods of 
cooking, or the monotony of l ‘  egg diet ” will be very trying. 

Even poached eggs nlay be so varied in flavour that  the 
patient will feel as if he is having a new dish each time 
For instance, the nicely buttered toast may have a thick 
layer of finely chopped  ham or minced chicken  spread over 
i t  before the poached egg is added. Another time the 
toast  may be spread with anchovy pas,te, or some of the 
soft ripe  part of a tomato on the toast, Just put in the oven 
for a few minutes, and  the egg nice and  hot placed on the 
top makes a nice  little  dish. - 
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Simpson, Ceylon. 

Colchester. 

‘1pHOMSON”S 
“GLOVE-FITTING” CORSET. 

Perfection I! ! Sold by aZZ Dyajcys. 1,000,000 PAIRS  ANNUALLY 

D 10/6 I F 6/6 
E 8‘6 I G S/- 

Black 1s. extra. 
Approved by  the whole polite world, 

12 FIRST MEDALS. 

write direct to 112, Fore St., London, 
If your draper cannot supply YOU, 

E.C.,  givingsire and enclosing P.O.O., 
and the Corset will at once be sent 

you. 

Ltd., Manufacturers. 
W. S. THOMSON & Co., 

Made in Lengths 13, 14,15 inch. 
These world.renowned Corsets have a reputation extending over 30 

years; present sales larger than ever. 
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HICKS’S  NEWANTISEPTIC  CLINICAL  THERMOMETER 
(“THE CLIMAX”). 

no dirt or infection can adhere to it and it is bem~tifully distinct, 
Is the  best  ever brought out. The  scale is inside the body, SO 

ESPECIALLY AT !NIGHT TIME. 
Send  Name of every Optician who does not keep  it to 

J. J. HIaKS. 8. 9. and 10. HATTON GARDEN, E.G. 
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